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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION MANUAL
I.

INTRODUCTION
The Preliminary' Investigation

M~ual

is a police officer's

guide for conductingeifective in'itia;l or preliminary criminal
i,nvestigations.

It attempts to place in their proper perspec-

tives the options available to the investigating officer so that
the total time spent in investigative activities will be minimum and results maximum.
The suggestions included do not deal with every conceivable
type of initial investigation, but they will insure that investigations will have
. an increased chance of reaching their objec-

tives: crime identification, crime solution with apprehension,
and successful prosecution of the

criminal~

The procedures recommended are based on Rochester Police
Department research into the preliminary investigation process.
This research was aimed at identifying investigative strategies
which were most effective in solving crimes.
A series of previously conducted preliminary investigations
which resulted. in a crime clearance were studied to determine
which factors led to the solution of the crime.

In each case,

we determined what -factor or combination of factors helped to
solve the crime: witness identification of a suspect and/or
vehicle; fingerprint evaluation and identification; a "hunch" or
random search; or some other factor.

Through this research, (a

detailed description of which is contained in Police Foundation
documents) I, we have been able to identify those investigative
l~anaging Investi~ations: The Rochester System, Peter B. Bloch
and James Bell ( olice Foundation)
Auditing Clearance Rates
,-------- - -_._., -----

.,'-'

G.

~I

r

I

I
.1

I
I

II..

strategies which have proven most productive.
We have found that investigations are most effective when
the preliminary investigator views the work as a process rather
than as a series of simple mechanical tasks.
becomes the overall s t ra t egy

·d'~ng
prov~

This, process

guidance for the officer.

This manual describes that process and provides guidance in

Rarely are two crimes exactly alike, so there cannot be one
standard set of procedures which an officer must follow in each
However, th rong h creativity and flexibility the,

c,fficer can be responsive to the many different factors which

I arise

Thousands of p'reliminary inves tigat~ons
....
are con ducted every-:"
day by police officers across the country.
arres~<I..

However', only a few
or a

.

cr~me

b'
e~ng

Through our research in Rochester, we have discovered that
investigat~ons
....

can b e greatly improved

by application of a new overall preliminary investigation strat-

egy.

Through improvement of the preliminary investigation the

follow-up (where the preliminary investigation shows it is
warranted) can be dir'ected to avenues that will be most productive.
The preliminary investigation becomes the important first
link in a total investigative effort by a police department.
The quality of the initial effort
, overall success in crime solution.

'--'''- ..._----- -------.

As in every investigative effort, the primary objective of the
preliminary investigation is to determine who committed the
crime and to apprehend the criminal.

The preliminary invest-

the identification of the person responsible for the crime, and
the arrest and subsequent conviction of the criminal.
These objectives seem simple.

Yet, they are vital.

Unfor-

tunately; they are often completely forgotten,by preliminary
All to often the preliminary investigator sees

his role as no more than that of a mechanical report tak.er, when
in fact the report is the vehicle for reporting the results of
'the preliminary investigation.

The police officer should remem-

ber he is the preliminary investigator, and that his work at

cleared.

the success of criminal

agency's first response to a report that a crime h.as occurred.

.investigators.

during a criminal investigation.

of these inves'tigations result in an

The preliminary or initial investigation is the police

igator collects evidence which solidly supports: the crime,

selecting appropriate investigative procedures.

and every case,

OBJECTIVES' eF'~,A -PRELIMIJ:.tARy INVES'TIGATION

w~ll
....

determine the department's'

this early stage will uncover the majority of useable informa·tion about the case.
Framework
The framework of the preliminary investigation is based on
the following major tasks.
1.

Verifica'tion that an offense actually occurred,

2.

Identification of the victim, the place of the crime,
and the time the crime occurred.

3.

Identification of solvability factors.

4.

Communication of the circumstances of the crime.

S.

Identification of those investigative tasks completed
and of those yet to be done.

~~I

--

-4-

I

exactly who was present at the crime scene, and who the witCompletion of these actions is the total 'objective of the

i

n~sses

preliminary investigation and will guide the activities of the
initial investigator during his work.

The first priority that the preliminary investigator has

Although there is no

to deal. with is to determine if anyone is injured.

defin~tive order of'prioritybY,which these tasks must be done,
1

,I
1 ,I

J

secured, the

first'determine whether a crime occurred.

~reliminary

investigator must be aware of the

immediate surroundings and of those people who are present,

IEL VERIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

since eventually the priority will turn toward criminal apprehension.

igator must do four things, as follows:

One of the most important sources of information about

,i

a.

Respond to the scene.

b.

Document that a crime has actually happened.

c.

Determine when the crime occurred.

I
I

d.

Identify and assist the victim.

A.

Responding to the Call

·1

However,

even if a'parson is injured, and while first aid is being'

the best investigative strategy dictates that the officer should

To verify the occurrence of a crime, the preliminary invest-

I

may be.

the crime ·is witnesses--witnesses who may watch the' investigator as he arrives, and then leave.
i '

to insure that such parties remain at the scene until they have
been interviewed.
B.

The preliminary investigation begins at the time the invest-

But the preliminary investigator, must record the occurrence to

As soon as the call is received, he should mentally prepare

the varying degrees and limitations of criminal law.

He should be ready to begin

other facets of the investigation are completed, define the

In many types of crime, robbery

crime exactly; e.g., the degree of the offense.

for example, the preliminary investigator-as he travels to the

Here are three determination hints to follow: 1) Thought

area of the crime-should look for suspicious people or auto-

should be given to whether the lapse in time between the offense

mobiles speeding away from the scene.

and the notification to the police seems normal or questionable.

It is good practice for the preliminary investigator,

2)

immediately upon arrival, to make a quick visual survey of the

The investigator should be on the lookout for discrepancies

in the victim's statement or between statements given by victim

scene to determine who is present, the location of objects,
and what seems to have occurred.

Therefore,

it is best: for him to discover what has occurred and, after

asking questions and he should. consider factors appropriate to
the type of crime committed.

Document Occurrence of Crime

Crime occurrence is relatively simple to loosely document.

igator receives the call to respond to the scene of the crime.

himself for arrival at the scene.

Measures must be taken

and witness(es).

This visual picture may be

very important at a later time when he tries to determine

..

~"

...__ .

,,--~<-.

- •. "-", .,- . "~

....

'..

,.

3)

Physical evidence should support the crime

-6for the victim.
facts related by victim.
C~

not married, the investigator must not let any personal feelings

Identify the' Victim and.Assist

about unwed mothers enter into the interview.

Another important initial task of the preliminary investi-

III
I

.11

gator is victim identification.
useful information about
for the crime..

j.

an

further in the interview.

incident and about who is responsible

I

I jI
j;

purpose is to obtain information concerning the crime.

Ii
I

I

ability to obtain the needed information.

The officer should properly identify himself, then try to

first aid to the victim.

.

provides the preliminary investigator with an understanding of

i

,,

and detailed questions, he should obtain a gen@ral description
of what happened.

1 !

',"

use~ll information.

This is sometimes difficult because people

often tend to ramble once they have the sympathetic ear of the
investigating officer.

reactions of guilt and anxiety if they are not carefully dealt

:'' i;) .•

If they are questioned about why something happened,

ma'm.

Comments such as, "That's interesting,

Now, to get back to that suspicious man ... ," can be

useful in dealing with the problem.

victims may feel such questions imply the crime was t:;heir fault.

IV.

!

The officer then must be careful to avoid questions such as,

IDENTIFICATION OF SOLVABILITY FACTORS

A solvability factor is information about a crime which

"Why didn't you lock your windows·?", or "Why were you carrying

can provide the basis for determining who committed the crime.

so much money?", since such questicins may seem improperly

Or, simply a solvability factor is a lead, a clue, to who the

In other words, the preliminary
criminal is.

investigator' must take care not to set standards of morality

~

....
"'-','-'" --

.

It is important

that the interview be kept moving always toward obtaining

Victims of crime sometimes suffer long-term

punitive and judgemental.

the required rapport between the investigator and the victim.

questions about the specifics of the crime.

standing.
The officer should remain neutral and not offer moral or

with.

Sympathy, sensitivity, competence and

When a degree of rapport has been established, begin asking

He should playa supportive

rol~ for the victim by remaining calm, sympathetic and under-

social criticisms.

,

confidence displayed by him can be very important in building

This permits the victim to calm down and

the overall sequence of events;

The preliminary in-

',vestigator is in the unique position of rendering psychological

Before asking specific

1

1

He should

not do anything which ,.,.-i11 lessen his credibility or impair his

calm them enough to allow them to tell their story accurately.

I

11

Th~ preliminary investigator must remember his

apprehended.

When victims are excited, the officer must first try to

establish rapport with each victim.

Eventually, the victim may refuse to

file a report of the crime or prosecute if the criminal is

The victim usually is the complainant and will

.\ .1

11

Personal comments

in such situations can'cause a victim to refuse to cooperate

Often, the victim has the most

usually be the first person the officer interviews.

I

For example, if the victim is pregnant and

~

...... \\
(:;.

.)

_...,----

-

-""'~. -.----,--,-~~--., -."~
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-8leads, or solvability factors.

Not all crimes can be solved, no matter how much investigative effort is put forth.

This is the objective of

the preliminary investigation.

There are so many crimes each day

that many police agencies find themselves hard pressed to provide

A.

Twelve Solvability Factors

minimal investigative effort for all r~ported crimes.

As a

1;

Witnesses to the crime;

result of this resource utilization pr.essure, the number of

2.

Knowledge of a suspect's name;

crimes solved diminishes because f~N crimes receive sufficient

3.

Knowledge of where a suspect can be located;

investigative resources to produce a result unless, of course,

4.

Description of a suspect;

an on-scene arrest is made.

5.

Identification of a suspect;

6.

Property with identifiable characteristics, marks, or
numbers so it can be traced;

7.

Existence of a signif:i.cant MO;

8.

Presence of 'significant physical evidence;

9.

Presence of a description which identifies the
automobile used by the suspect;

Police resources are limited.

Therefo~e,

/

it makes sense

that. the effectiveness of police investigations will be increased only if resources are allocated to those occurrences
w~ich

have a chance of solution.

To direct

resou~ces

to crimes

which have little chance of solution is both wasteful and
generally unproductive.

10.

This is why solvability factors are so

Positive results frot}!. a. crime scene evidence search;
....<

•• ~

\

important.
,

;:
,

i

They can provide a valid guide to th'e allocation

of scarce resources.

11.

Belief that a crime may be solved with publicity andl
or reasonable additional investigative effort;

12.

An opportunity for but one person to have committed
the crime.

Without a solvability factor the chances of crime solution
are small.

The preliminary investigator's job is to determine which,

\ihen the solvability factor is present, there is a

reasonable chance for a solution..

if any, of these solvability factors exist.

Solvability factors have been

Effective investi-

selected through 9.."\;tensive .research into what information results

gative strategy dictates that the investigator consider each

in crime clearances.

solvability factor separately and thoroughly to see if evidence

As a result of this research, at least one

pO'ints to the solvability factor's existence.

of twelve leads was present in each of the solved cases reviewed.

A measure of success in a preliminary investigation is the

If one of these leads was not present, the crime \yas not solved.

identification and description of solvability

Tnroughout the investigation process, we search for leads
upon w--n.ich further investigative efforts can be based.

factors~

Adequate

effort by the investigator has been expended when every possible

And

since only some leads later may become useful, preliminary

avenue for identification of the solvability factors has been

investigators should concentrate their efforts on finding those

explored.

At the conclusion of his investigation, the investi-

i'

---------------

......

_._-... _---

.'

------

~-~---~------,----

----- -

--------------------~

-----

"

-10The effective investigator knows these solva~~'lity factor
gator must feel secUre that there is little chance than an

objectives, strategies, procedures, and measures of ~c:complish

unidentified solvability factor eXists.

I
1
.j

ment so well that he.

Since crimes' have little chance of'solution unless solvOn

ability factors have been identified .. it should be clear why,
the preliminary investiga 1:or" s work. is so important.

V.

the following pages of this manual, each s~lvability

IDENTIFICATION OF WITNESSES,

Objectives: Witnesses are usually the most important source

and success in case solution is deemed possible, a police agency

I

them automatically to'each case.

factor is explored in the context of these important standards.

If

preliminary investigative wor.k is competently done and reported,'

can assign follow-up investigators.

app~ies

of information about a crime.

To avoid duplication of

The preliminary investigator

thoroughly searches the 'area surrounding the ,.,crime to identify

'effort, the preliminary investigator ~ust convince the follow-

,

, '
"

up investigator that all leads or solvability factors have been
explored.

If the follow-up investigator
is not convinced , then
~
there will be duplication of much of the preliminary investi-

gator's work.

Thus, follow-up investigation efforts will not

be directed toward areas with the

hig~est

payoff in terms of

investigative success.
B.

Utilization of Individual

Solva~ility

Every solvability factor has an
to crime solution.

Factors

ide~tifiable

relationship

For example, when witnesses are identified ,

information about -the perpetrators of the crime is usually
available.

people who may have seen the crime occur, or who may have seen

When an unusual modus operandi (MO) is found, the

or heard something directly or indirectly related to the crime.

crime can often be linked vlith similar crimes, thus permitting

This solvability factor is important not onl." by itself,

merging of investigative information and efforts.

but also since it is the basis for several others.

In working to identify solvability factors, the preliminary

Suspect

information and information about vehicles involved in the crime

investigator must keep in mind why that solvability factor is

I

for example, are usually obtained from witnesses.

important (its objective); the potential strategies which may

To find witnesses, the investi'gator must ask those present

be adopted in deciding whether it exists; and the actions which

WHO ELSE may have seen what happened.

the investigator should take for identifying solvability factors.

If identified, these

..-_._-"

~,

...

~

.."

"

.;"'.'
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I

1

people then beoome potential witnesses.

i
i
I

The investigator seeks' t~ose present when the crime

I

.1

I

\

occurred, those who may have been in the area when the crime

L

occurred~ and ~hose who can. identify others who may also be
witnesses.
Strategies: There are two general places where witnesses
may be found.
1)

The most obvious place is the scene of the crime.

Many of the on-scene witnesses will still be at the scene when
the investigator arrives" but often, some witnesses will have
left.

It is, therefore, very important for the investigator
"

to get to the scene of the crime quickly.

2)' Another logical

source for the witnesses is the area innnediately surrounding
,
Ii

the crime scene.
!

One of the first tasks of the invest,igator

is to determine what locations would be logical places for the
witnesses to have been at the time the crime occurred, or where

--

....-... ... """"'

\.

~

..'~:'.:'~

~"
•

--

'--.-. ......

---

I

....

__... ..._--.--...

-14they maY-'have. gon~ since the crime o.c.cur.red,
Success,' often depends on the 'number of contacts the
investigator makes in this task, his perseverance and ingenuity.
In seeking people who may know something

abo~t

the crime,

the investigator should consider the broad range of people who
normally are in a. given area on a regular basis, such as the
postal person,

tel~phone

person, gas meter reader, landlords,

and delivery persons.
In asking for leads to other witnesses, the investigator
must be careful to phrase his questions in a manner that will
encourage information, rather than narrow his potential for
information by asking a limiting question.
Procedures: To find witnesses, the investigator should
start in the immediate area of the crime and determine where
witnesses may be located.
The first witness discovered possibly may have all the
facts.

But,. a second or third witness will be very important

when the case eventually gO'es to court.

So, it is important

to find all the witnesses possible in the investigation.
Often, the victim is the best witness.

But. even if the

victim is a witness to the crime, the investigator always
should seek additional witnesses, since it is always advisable
to obtain corroborating evidence.
Since' crimes are usually emotional events and people's
emotions often color their perceptions or memory of the crime,
it is advisable never to rely solely on one source of information.
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.I

ifying witnesses is for

11
I :
Ii

I!.
1\

I

1·1
I

igator to go to the exact scene of

happened.

the crime and to look carefully

to identify anyone who may have seen something concerning the

I

!j
1 !
1'1

ination of the premises and

II
J

................BM·the location of exit from the scene,

\

I

if the exit is different from point of entry.

I

should then record what can be observed from

I

The investigator
ea~h

point.

If the

view takes in other occupied dwellings or buildings, the investi-

:1

~
n

~

!1
11

II
:,il
II

As the investigator identi10cationR of witnesses, he

. p'o'sitive way, and continually be
aware that the person will have
. natural curiosity regarding what

'-

.~~.,

--

-

"~..:I

1\
1

i

:1

'1
;1

II

Indeed, it should

be no secret that a crime has

able to provide information 'if it later becomes available.

These

people may have seen or heard something related to the crime but

if

1

.
they may be unaware (at the moment of questioning) of the impor- \
•

tance of what they had observed or heard because of their detach-!
ment from the event.

The investigator should also make note of

the contact on the preliminary investigation report so that a

'i

\

has happened.

TH

"

from those buildings.

should approach each person in a

The person may then be

~

~
~

\-

Police Department phone number on it.

I SHO ULD HRVE
TOLl> ,-ti£
OFflGEJ\

additional' valuable witnesses

gator may be able to locate

~ies

with the preliminary investigator's name and the appropriate

:".

determine the point of entry and

i

In

these instances, it is important to leave the citizen a card

i

recreate the crime through exam-

j'\

about the crime, but they may know of someone who does.

11

example, the investigator should

:1 .

Often, the persons questioned will not have information

~

investigation of a burglary, for

The investigator then may explain that he is trying

crime.

I

II

As part of the preliminary

1

The investigator should be willing to explain to any

interested person that a crime has occurred and where it

invest-

points for observation.

I

~

th~

around to determine the best view-

·1I

I

occurred.

One effective me'ans for ident-

;

.

I .

follow-up investigator may make a later contact.
Persons intervie\ved may also know of people who could have
been involved in the crime.

While such information is almost

' .....- - .- - - - - - -_ _.-...;r),ir...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Crime Scene Search:

! I ;F-------------------------------------------------~

~I

i

. (,
"

1.

always

rumor~

it can be the source of useful information.

is not a complete crime scene search ..
,:

It can provide an important sense.of direction in other

1

The. necessity for a

aspects of the preliminary investigation.

it

.\ '1

l'

',Jl

",Ill

names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

To assist follow-up

becoming fragile evidence in court.

·1

1

,t

,I

t.I

; i

'J
!

of course determine the amount of time that should be spent on a

he has contacted as a witness and what these witnesses saw,

crime scene search.

heard, or know about the crime.

scene will not warrant the same thoroughness as a search at a

It is also important for the

I

been sought without success to avoid duplication by the follo'wup investigator.'
The q.ua1ity of this ,.data will largely determine
supervisors and

-

fo11ow-~p

~hether

All such inf9rmation

which could be an

completed his task if all witnesses have been located or actively

the offense.

tion is in the following questions.

3.

~~~e~~

~ e~~~hed

6o~

witne~~ e~?

H~ve ~elr.iou~

m~y h~ve

time.it

~nd·eg~e~~

~ttempt~

~~ime'~

o~~u~~en~e

or abandoned, for the suspect's personal effects and, for foot-

view 06 the

been

~lr.ime

There is much in the way of evidence that may be found out at

tho~ough.e.y

or around the scene that by itself seems insignificant and will
not identify the perpetrator.

been

been in the

This should include a search for the implements

prints.

.e.o~~tion~ whi~h h~ve ~ p~~in
it~

who

the

~nd que~tioned?

air.

part of the crime scene.

used, for stolen property that possibly has been dropped, hidden

H~ve al~ peop~e p~e~ent du~ing

~~ene

integr~l

Search the area for evidence that might be associated with

The test to measure the success of witness identifica-

been identi6ied

Dust for fingerprints at the point of entry and

exit, at.the location of the crime, and in any other locations

Measures of Success: The investigating officer will have

H(l.ve

immediatel~

try to locate both a point of entry and the point of exit, used

, crime scenes.

should be clearly communicated to the follow-up investigator.

Z.

As in searching for witnesses, the. officer should

An offi'cer should have :phO:t~grap.hs: 'takenof.felony,

I

1.

major armed robbery or a homicide scene .

by the suspect.

investigators will place credibility

in the preliminary investigator's report.

sought.

Consequently, a search at, a petit larceny

I

'.

!

The nature of the crime will

investigators, the preliminary investigator should record whom

investigator to indicate clearly where other witnesses have.

.:

crime scene search to develop

everyday as confessions, admissions, and search warrants are

. 1.

'I,;IJ
' Ii
I.: j

th~rough

"best" and./or corroborating evidence is becoming more important

Indicated Acti'ons; The investigator should get witnesses'

1'1I

A search for witnesses., however,

m~de

to identi6y

vi~inity

06 the

oth~~

~lr.ime ~t

However, this may be of critical

value in determining the over all crime picture.

the

The identifica-

tion of this type evidence and its itemization for future use

o~~u~ed?

- - - - - _ . _ - _ . _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ 00 _ _ _ _ _ -

,......
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I'

i

t
i

will in many instances identify a suspect,· and when it is a'dded

i

to other information, it may subsequently lead to a conviction.

I

Items such as footprints iI?- spow, mud, or dust may not only tell,

Li

1'1'

oj.' r j
°

!

I

11

.j !
f.1!

:\

'\

In addition to the search of the crime scene, you must make

1
i
I

. ~

accurate records at the crime scene.
may subsequently be used in court.
the

you that it was a very small foot or large foot, . but indicate
a path of escape to be searched for witnesses.

The need for an accurate sketch cannot be overemphasized.

Cigarettes left in a house with

Many cases are lost on technicalities as defense attorneys

a trace of lipstick would certainly reduce the number of suspects
Similarly, a single fingerprint may not

struggle to find any loophole.

immedi~_

back seat.

fingerprint is evidence. that he was at the crime scene.

And yet, through a slight error,

a loophole, the suspect beat the case.

. tell the time the suspect was in the house if other electrical

It is important to keep in

appliances were stolen and the clock's connection was disturbed.

~nd

scene should be left to your memory.

Or, the ·size of the point of entry may indicate the size of the

that nothing at a crime
The 8reat volume of work

confronting us today and the lengthy delay before a case goes

An officer must be very thorough and use extreme care

to court mandates that all information regarding investigations

in his observations at a crime scene, for in most instances the

be reduced to accurate writing.

evidence is sometimes so obvious that it may be overlooked in

VI.

our hurriedness to accomplish all that is required.

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION
Stolen property can also be a witness--a silent witness to

Once again, the victim can be of great assistance to the

commission of a crime and the suspect's identity.

officer for it is only the victim or another member of the
f~ily

The officer had effected a good arrest;

a weapon was found in the car.

A stopped electric clock may

r .

suspect.

In his testimony, he corrected himself and said that

it was in the front seat.

Valuable indicators are often available at the scene for

!

Recently, a case was lost in the

Grand Jury when an officer recorded that the weapon was in the

ately identify the suspect, but once we have a suspect, the

the diligent officer to utilize.

will be accomplished by the evidence technician.

called upon to accomplish this task yourself.

it might be an important piece of e'V'idence if it were the

being sought.

cri~es,

technician or when a technician is not available, you will be

of cigarettes may not identify the burglar but, at'a later date,

suspect's bran:d of cigarettes.

In many of the major

I.

But in some instances, when the crime scene does not warrant a

A crumpled pack

j

, !

'~ecording

The evidence obtained here

The collection

and proper recording of complete property descriptions may, at

that can really identify whether items sur.h as a piece of

a later time, prove to be the most critical aspect of the pre-

clothing. a flashlight, or a tool belongs in the house of the

liminary inves tiga tion.,

victim or is an item that was used by the suspect.

·.1

."

._--------

.'.'-

I
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Lacki.ng. eXact .desc:ripti.ve 'i,n£ormat;i,on (ser;i,al nUI!lber,

I

I--II

1.1 j
1
hi

·1 : I
I

II

I

I
, t

: j

:i
III j

il

I!"
1
"1 ~ 'j'
·
,:"",

~'I

•

·J . . . li

,,< 'Jl

color, size ," markings or damage,' etc.) susp:ec.ted stolen property
cannot definit.i.vely be

the recovery of stolen property and arrest of the possessor

,I

. I

1

:

I
•

5)

Would anybody else in the family. be able to identify
it or, better describe it?

6)

Has YClur' property b«:en marked with any personal
identj.fication number? If so, what was the number
and wt.Lere was it marke:d? .

Be certain when recording stolen property to include credit

-

cannot be obtained if exact property descriptions are not available.

cards, and check cashing or guarantee cards.

Record the issuer

"'\.',

Insurance frauds may also later come to light when, for

of the card'and the account number.

A charge card

number~£an

example, an individual reports the loss of an expensive color

obtained from the person's last billing from the company

television when in reality an antiquated black and white set

Mastercharge, etc.).

was taken.

credit cards immediately as being stolen.

As the Rochester Police Department moves from a hand kent

. j:j
j

to a crime scene for suspect

Do you have a photograph which may show the item?

prosecution or to an owner for its return. 'Search \V'arrants for

1 :'.

r ..

l~nked

4)

IH

stolen property file into a computerized property inventory
system, our ability to capture and easily retrieve stolen property
data. will substantially increase.

i

j.

I

(~.ibley is,

Remind the victim(s) to report any missing

see if any checks are missing,

especial~y

Inspect checkbooks to
from the back of the

book.
In interviewing the fami.ly no one should be excluded because

But, that ability can only be

of his age, especially a young person who is usually very obser-

realized if proper"ty identification information is sought after

vant and quite possibly can give additional information on the

and recorded by our preliminary investigators.

description of' property.

Property descripti'ons should be considered as much more than
make, model, and serial number.

be

When leaving your. business card remind the victim(s) to call

Damage to items (e.g., scratches,

the department wi.th additional property description information.

dents, missing parts, repair tags) further pinpoint identifica-

Quite possibly, other members of the family who are not present

tion.

at the time of the investigation will have knowledge of serial

A freehand drawing of an unusual item (silver pattern,

jewelry, object d'art, etc.) may later aid other officers with

numbers or, additional identifying features that·will assist us

identifying the i'tem' s origin.

in our investigation.

Certain questions may help jog a yictim's memory, such as:
1)

Are there any dents,scratches, marks, or pieces
missing?

2)

Has it been to a repairman?

3)

Do you. still have the bill of' sale which may list the
serial number? Or, an owner's manual which may nicture
it?

The information that the

prelimin~ry

investigator actively

seeks rather than passively accepts will benefically impact
.0

the final outcome of the investigation .

.. -

--

.~..
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.vII. IDENTIFYING SUSPECTS

1 1
I L I·

I

Obj ectives.: The obj ect of identifying suspec.ts is to

11 .:

determin.e who the criminal is and to locate him.

\ Il!

Strategies: Most suspects are identified by people who

I.i

~
.j

I

·1

I

;

I .'

observed ·the crime or who observed the crime scene before,

.'

.

during, or immediately after the crime's commission.

The

identif:lca;tion of wi'4nesses is aimed at providing a va,lid

iI

source for suspect information .
Through th.is solvability factor, the investigator

. ···j·1

gather from witnesses and victims information that will be

VI
.

sho~ld

. .:1'1

:. '. useful in locating the suspect.

j . iI
I

1

When interviewing witnesses and victims, the preliminary

1

investigator should indicate on the initial report whether

t .. :
Ii

YEAH...

!.
. ,

1"""HATS

l ' ).

future "ident" can be made and by whom·.

~E ONE II

This information gives

the follow-up investigator a projection of who can make a
possible future identification if a suspect is apprehended.

1'M SlJRf NOW 7 THE OTHERS
1)ON'r HAV£,THAr WICKED SMit.f.

This kind of reporting helps
to eliminate duplication of

NO, ftHH, HE

LOO~£D

efforts on the part of the
follo'W'-up investigator.
-~

..

also saves valuable time.

(_.

[

It

Several methods for

'"'"\

eliciting information from
witnesses and victims
follow:
1.

Ve.ta.il..ed phy.6.<.c.a..e.
d e.6 c.up.t.<.o n
L.<.ne-ap .<.den.t.<.o.<.c.a.tion.6

,

."

~ ..

-~..

-,

-~

-,~;--.~

"

.•. -'"

,:,.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'.l..),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_~~

.t)

,.

\':'"

'>.\~:,

,f' 1
I
,Ii!
,

!

. _..

1

;

1

r-

ri

'I

i-I

I

, 1" '.I I'

I
I

., : 1

I

I
I

I
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~
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of the following may be used:

.Phozog~~phic ~den~6~caZlon4

1.

~.

Compo.6~e de.6c~~p~on.6

5.'

PoUce M:U.6Z

6~

Look-~ke ~de~6~c~~on

7.

M'~'~Ui'" Op~~nd)' .L.den;z1.6~-c.a.tiQn

The

.6 kezche.6

I.:!,,'; Il.,t
'i

i

'Howev~,

j:I' J i
j. j 1

best refresh the memory of or, assist the victim or witness in

l', '1I i
j

.'
.1\

1

,',.

,

I, : :
~

"

. J.
-I

"!

w~:th

6~om

help

the

~nve.6t~

~dv~nt~g eou.6

describing what he saw.

t~nc.t~ve

Procedures: Onc~witnesses, victims, and other people

a.nd c.ompeten:t

inve.6t~g~:toJr.

wl.ll theJr.e60Jr.e

~ phy.6~c.~l de.6c.Jr.ip~ion,
vl.c.;(;~m

to a..6 k :the

6ea.tuJr.e.6 06 the

w~tne.6.6

oJr.

,
cJr.~m~na.l.

whic.h would c.,a.I.L.6 e a. witne.6.6 oJr.

with knowledge of the crime have been identified, the investi-

inve.6:tl.ga.toJr..

que.6tion.6 only •

When compiling

, i

-mU.6t not be·.6 ugg e.6:t~v e.

~n ove~-e~geJr.

plr..ovided by

~.6k c.l~Jr.i6yl.ng

I

,j

v~clim,

o6:ten too willing to a.dopt .6ugge.6:tion.6

d~c.l.plined

The

This is best accomplished if the investi-

.:, :! :/'

:1" ~:j

Olr:.

~nv e.6:t~g~:toJr.

~Jr.e

~nnoc.en:tly

of these techniques to develop and clarify whatever suspect

gator selects the method appropriate to what he believes will

:the

Wizne.6.6e.6

It is the job of the investigator to select one or more

information exists.

w~:tne.6.6

g~:toJr. c.~n u.6u~lly pJr.ov~de de:t~~led phY.6~c.~l de.6c.Jr.~plion.

1

I;

i,

Ve:t~ed Ve.6e~~p:t~on

i:t i.6

a.bout

d~.6-

The.6e a.Jr.e 6ea.tuJr.e.6

vic.:t~m

to Jr.emembeJr. :the

c.Jr.im~na.l.

gator must decide what is the most appropriate method of
,

;.

obtaining specific suspect identifica.tion data.

One of the

OJr. wi:tne.6.6 be60Jr.e· n~Jr.owing down in60Jr.ma.:tion.

.6 U.6 pec.Z, the ~nve.6z~g~on c.a.n pJr.oc.eed a.long Jr.ou~ne

2.

que.6tioning witne.6.6e.6 OJr.

~~ec.Z c.h~nnel.6.

~nve.6tiga.toJr.

16 :the v~c.:t~m o~ w~ne.6.6 know.6 wheJr.e a. .6u.6pec.t c.a.n

being

be 60u,nd, even though the na.me 06 the .6U.6pec.:t ~

.6 hould

w~tne.6.6/v~c.t~m .6~W a. .6u.6pec.t bu~ c.a.n only ~den

~6y h~m,_ ~ mo~e deta.iled

eo 6OJr.t

.6ugge.6t~ve,

vl.c.:t~m.6

phJr.~.6

~bout

pJr.ov~de ga.ug~ng

~.6 m~n:tl.oned

In

.6u.6pect.6, the

a..6.6~.6ta.nc.e w~thou:t

a.bove.

.6 h auld no t a..6 k

bl.g men?" OJr. "Wa..6 :the ma.n Jr.ea.l

c.~n be loc~ed th~ough ~ 60llow-up l.nve.6t~ga.t~on.

16 the

.6hould

i he l.n v e.6 tl.g a.to Jr.

unknown, th~e ~.6 ~ good c.ha.nc.e tha.t the .6u.6pec.t

3.

i.6 pJr.ovid-i.ng a. de.6c.Jr.ip-

minimum :to ob:ta.in :the comple.te peJr.c.eptiorL 06 the vl.c.tlm

T6 zhe v~c.z~m Olr:. wLtne.6.6 know.6 the na.me 06 the
a.nd

v~c.:tim

lio n, the inv e.6t~g ~toJr. .6 ho uld ke ep l.n:teJr.,Jr.up:tio n.6 :to a.

following methods should be used.
1.

A.6 the witn e.A. ,\ OJr.

b~g?".

e :the que.6:t.-i..o n to let :the

"w eJr. e th eJr. e thJr. e e
Ra.:the~,
v~c.,tl.mlJ

he

deteJr.ml.ne

:the a.n.6weJr..6; e.g., "How ma.ny weJr.e theJr.e?" a.nd "How

a.t exa.c.t l.denli6~c.a.:t~o,n

t~ll

~ ~eqri.~ed.

wa..6 he?".

16 :the wl.tn_e.6.6 c.a.n not Jr.ela.te to hel.ght

OJr. wel.ght mea..6uJr.ementlJ, the l.nve.6tl.ga.toJr. .6hould

h~ve

When only an identification is available, any combination

.....

---- - ...... -

.

.'~

,--'

"
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. ' d
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. '.oUua.uon'.6 whelC.e. a, .e.ine-up i..6 u.6ed, :the '£nve.6ug'a.:tolC .

066 en.6 e. OIC. 06 :tho.6e

. mU.6:t :ta.ke. c.a.lCe :to plC.o:tee;:t :the .6u.6pec.:t'.6 a.nd, wi:tne.6.6'.6

and c.uJr.lC.en:tly "on :the .6:t1tee.t.6" a.nd who 6IC.equ.en:t OIC.

:the .6u.6pec.:t ma.y be plC.e.6en:t a.:t :the .e.-i.ne-up.

pho.to.6 06 :tho.6e pelC..6on.6 "wa.n:ted" by

The inve.6:t-

iga.:tolC. a.1C.1C.a.nging :the .e.ine-up mU.6:t in~ulC.e :tha.:t othe~.6

.6ec.:td.1C. 601C. o:thelL c.lC.ime.6.

in :the l-i.ne-u:p geneIC.a.l.e.y lC.e.6emble .the .6u.6pec..t.

pUlLged a.nd u.pda.:ted.

de.tec..t1.ve.~

l.n .the

The.6e a.lbu.m.6 c.a.n be ea..6i.e.y

They a.lLe pOIC.:ta.b.e.e a.ndc.a.n be

a..6.6i.6:ta.nc.e :to :the wi.tne.6.6 OIC. vic..tim in .6u.6pec.:t iden.ti-

g.e.omelLa.:te a.nd no.t

6-i.c.a.:tion.6.' When. ha.ving wi.tne.6.6e.6 view "mug" .6ho.t.6,

phy.61.c.a.l de.6c.lC.ip.t1.on.

:theinve.6:tiga.:tolC. mu.6.t be c.a.lC.e6ul .tha..t .the pelC..6on

lC.ec.id1.vi.6.t.6, a.nd dlC.u.g a.bu..6elC..6 known :to 6IC.equent .the

.6elec.:ted by .the wi.tne.6.6 ha.~ a. lC.ea.l .e.ikene.6.6· .to .the

.6ec.:tolC. a.1Le. be.6:t l.nc.e.u.ded.
4.

de.6c.lC.ip.tion olC.igina..e.ly given.
When pho.to.6 a.lC.e u..6ed, :they
06 .the .6u..6pec.:t.

~hou.e.d

lC.e.6emble .tha..t

Seven pho:to.6 a.lC.e a.dequ.a..te.

A lC.ec.olC.d

:the w1.:tne.6.6 .6hou..e.d ini.tia.l

~.t

c.a.:tegolC.ie.6

a.c.~o~ding

:to MO OIC.

People c.u.lLlC.en.tly a.c..tive in c.lLime,

OIL

when :they

do no:t plC.odu.c.e a.'.6u..6pec.:t, :the polic.e a.It:t1..6:t ma.y :then
be u..6ed.

J

In e1.:the.IC. c.a..6e, one a. c.ompo.6.L:te a.nd :the o:thelC.

6IC.ee-dlC.a.w1.ng, a. l1.kene.6.6 :to :the .6u..6pec.:t ba..6ed on :the

06 .the I.V. nu.mbelC. 06 ea.c.h pho.to .6hou.ld be ma.de a.nd
bec.ome paJc..t 06 :the c.a..6e 6ile.

a.~

When no pho:to .6ho:t.6 a.lC.e a.va.-Llabl.e,

11
J

When a. pho:to i.6 .6e.e.ec..ted'l

wi:tne.6.6'.6 ob.6elC.va.:t1.on.6 i.6 c.ompo.6ed.

1

'I

a.nd ma.lC.k :time a.nd da.te.

The wi.6 e in v e.6.tig a..tOIC. a.lwa.y.6 c.IC.O.6.6 - c.h ec. k.6 "mu.g."

. The MO da..ta. i.6 a.no:thelC. wa.y 06 plC.oviding a. .6u..6pec.:t

5.

,I,

pool 601C. w1.:tne.6.6 c.on.6idelLa.:t1.on.

Onc.e a. pa..ttelC.n 06

6ile .6elec.:t1.bn.6 wi:th MO da..ta. ob:ta.i.ned 61C.0m .the c.lC.ime

c.1L1.m1.na.l a.c.:t1.vi:ty i.6 e.6:ta.bli.6hed, :the known c.lC.imina.l.6

inve.6:tiga.uon.

u.:til1.z1.ng :tha.:t me:thod 06 ope4a.:tion bec.ome .6u.4pec.:t.6 a.nd

When u..61..ng "mu.g" .6ho:t.6 .the inve.6:tiga..tolC. .6hou.ld

:th'e1.tr. pho:to.6 c.a.n be .6 hown :to :the vic.:t1.m olt witne.6.6.

ha. v e "pho:to ct.e.bu.I'n.6" a.v a.i.e.a.bl e, 6OIC. vi c.tim 01C. wi:tn e.6.6

MO da.:ta. w1.th1.n a. neig hboith.ood i.6 a 6.ten known by :the

vieWing.

u.n1.6olC.m o66ic.elL.6 a.nd :the l.nve.6:tiga.:tolL.6 in :tha.:t a.lC.ea..

--'--'---" --- --_ ..
..

~ ~-

_ _ _' r

~

~

__

_

"

'

_ _ ••

_

"
'

." .!

I:t a.l40 c.on:ta.1.n.6

I:t 1..6 mOlC.e plC.oduc.:t1.ve :to c.on.6:tIC.u.c.:t :the a.lbum a..6 a. c.on-

. "mug" 6ile.6 c.a.n a..6.6i.6.t .the' inve.6:tiga.:tolC. in plC.oiJiding

~

I

a.lC.ea..

a.va.ila.ble :to a.ny l.nve.6:t,Lga.:tolL a.:t a. mornen.t'.6 no:t1.c.e.

iden:ti6lc.a.:tion.6, U.6ua:..e.ly61C.0m po.e.ic.e

_

i

Pho:toglC.a.p~~c.

"

I

paJr.:t1.c.ul~t

06 b e1.ng a.c.:t1.ve. l.n c.1C.1.me

opelC.a.:te. in :tha.:t

"

:'>',1

-.:':

.6 ".4 pec.:ted

IC.-i.g h:t.6 •..Ba..6 ed. 0 n :the Wa.d.e Vec.-i..6io np a.n a.:t:toitney 6oIC.

"I

3.

I:t 1..6 a. c.ollec.uon

06 pho:to.6 06 pe.IC..6o.n.6 lC.ec.en:tly a.Me.6:te.d 601C. a. Pa.IC.:t I

In ':tho.6e.

_

,

a. paJr.:t1.c.u.laJc. .6ec.:tolC. 06 :the C1.:ty:

a.

'

!I,

0 nc.e

"

.j

'L1.ne.- up identi.6l.c.a.:tio n.6 Me help 6ul
.6u.o.pe.c.:t hu bee:n' ~den'u6ied a.nd loc.a.:ted.

\ I
,

Pho:to a.lbu.m.6 a.lC.e plC.odu.c.:t.6 c6 inve.6:t1.ga.:tolC..6 wOlC.k1.ng

:the. wUne.6.6 lC.ela.:f;e ,Lt :to :the '£nve.6uga:.:tolC.'.6 .o.ize.

I

~

1

.

,

"

_

"1

_

"'.;,
.f

",
_

_' r '

II

.......

,

.~-"~-~
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must be clearly communicated to the

i

!

I I

,r

I

i

J

\'

j

:

i

:

I, -\,!

,'I

I

I

i
'I

,!

, j
i
,I I:!
I I' ,1
II ! I
"

I

',1I

Whey.. wLtne:.6.6 e.6 olr. v1.c:t.i.m.6 a.Jr.e Yto-t 'a.vd.1.lable" -the

I

. ,
,',I

1.nve.6-tiga.-tolr. mu..6-t plr.oceed. w1.-thou.t -tha.-t -type 06 help.

officers coming on duty on the next

Tha.-t lr.~qu.bte.6 1.,n:ten.61.ve wOlr.fl -to pla.ce .6u..6pect.6 a:t the

shift so that they may continue the

. .6cene 06 ,the clr.1.me a.-t -the t1.me 1.-t ocCMlr.ed·.

~nve.6-t1.ga.-tolr.

-the

,

,

""

f

1
, I
.!

mlL.6-t wOlr.fl towa.Jr.a pla.c1.ng the .6 u..6pec-t,

ity factor has been identified if there

a.t the .6cene, .61.nce th1..6 la.telr. wi.ll become a. pa.lr.-t 06

is any information provided which may ,

the plr.o.6ecu.t1.on.

lead to the apprehension of a suspect.

WRN1EO FOR BuR&LARY,

If descriptive information is so

JAy\Rl Kent, MALE,

w1.tne.6.6 .6hou.ld be a..6fled 1.6 he ca.n th1.nfl 06 a.nyone who

I! i
j

Measures of Success: A solvabil-

, 16 .6pec1.·61.c .6u..6pect da.ta. 1..6 not a.iJa.1.la.ble, the

I '

I

search effectively.

'.)

ell

I,

"

Howevelr.,

even when' a.: .6lL.6pec-t 1..6 na.med Olr. .6elec-ted 6lr.om pho-to.6,

:, :.' 'I

:;....

follow-up investigator and to those

•

I

j

'--

1

1

-'-
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,ma.yha.:ve comm1.tted

th~

general that a multitude of people

066en.6e.In .6ome ca..6e.6, the

w1.tne.6.6 Olr. v1.ct1.m ma.y ha.ve flnowledge

would fit the description, 'then a

d6 .6omeone who

ma.y h.a.ve ha.d lr.ea..6on to comm1.t the clr.1.me.

solvability factor would not exist.

In6olr.ma.t1.on,

The following questions can help

'ga.thelted u.ndeJt the .6 olva.b1.J..l:t.y 6a.c-toJt, "Wa..6 thelr.e a.'

the investigator decide whether a

de61.ni.te l1.m1.ted oppolr.tu.n1.ty 6olr. a.nyone except .the

valid solvability factor exists:

.6u..6pect to comm1.t the cJr.1.me?", ma.y be a..6u..6e6u.l a..6
a. veh1.cle l1.cen.6e nu.mbelr. whi.ch lea.d.6 to a. .6u..6pect.

1.

In

16 a. pelr..6on 1..6 nimed, 1..6 .the
na.me de.6clr.ipt1.ve enou.gh Olr.

otheJt wOlr.d.6, da.ta. wh1.ch ca.n lea.d .to .6u..6pect.6 ca.n come

complete enou.gh tha.t the

oJtom ma.ny .60MCe.6.

pe4.6on ca.n be 1.dent1.61.ed?

z.

Indicated Actions: If a description or name of a suspect
is found, it should be broadcast immediately so that other units
-can be on the lookout for that suspect.

Witnesses who have

lim1.ted
3_,

they see the suspect again.

-

... .

._--=.-,=,
.....;,' ....... ,-.-,...

-..-~---.

nu.mbe~

06 people? .

10 the loca.t.{.on 00 the .6u..6pec-t 1..6 pJtov1.ded, 1..6 the 1.n-

Suspect information should be detailed as soon as

in finding the suspect.

plr.ov1.ded~

1..6 1.t na.Jr.Jtow enou.gh .to oi.t a.

ident!fied a' suspect should be told to contact the police if

possible so that descriptions put out

16 a. de.6cJtiption 1..6

wil~

60Jtma.t1.on .6peci.6i.c enough

'be of bes.t assistance

tha..t 6ollow-u.p 1.nve.6ti.ga..ti.on

This information, if available, also

ca.n lea.d .to .tha.t .6u..6pec.t?

.. ...--.---.-_............- ...
~
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.Vehicle identification may be achieved in a number of ways:
, from witnesses; from physical evidence found at the crime scene;

ued inve'stigative effort.

from police reports of accidents~ traffic violations, stolen

VIII., SUSPECT VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
Obj ectives:,

When a: vehicle is used in a

provide a means of identifying a, suspect.

1

have been used to commit a crime .

investigation has yielded the necessary information for contin-

", i.
I
" t
·1 1'1

Cl:iUl~,

vehicles, etc.; and from a combination of these sources.

it may

Use of a vehicle in the commission of a crime becomes a

Since vehicles are

I

I
,I

i

:.;' I .

:-:;" I ~·I
.•

·1

'I

so much a part of daily life, the criminal who has exercised

fact when witness information or physical evidence show that a

caution to assure his anonymity in other aspects of the crime

vehicle was present.

I 1
I
I

I

I; iI
I I
; I
j

1
I

Such would be the case wh~n a rape or robbery occurred in

may still fail to consider that using a vehicle can lead to

a suspect's vehicle.

his identification .

:, "1 J
j

---::---

I

II

.

-I

Affirmative answers to these questions indicate that the

!

..

~~"~ "..--~~-~ "~-...-~ :~-.~.~.:.-,-,
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present in a crime when the nature or location of the crime

Many people today can accurately and completely identify
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, and bicycles.

Some people,

when they are suspicious of a vehicle} will note identifying
data.

The investigator may assume a vehicle was

1-'

f

I
['

When this information is obtained by police shortly

suggest that probability.

The theft of a heavy safe, or a

crime occurring in a remote area are examples of this type of

\

situation.
7"

after the commission of the crime, the potential for apprehension of the suspect is very good.

Frequently, he will be

found still in possession of

Even if it is not used in the criminal act, an automobile
may have been used for the criminal's transportation.
Procedure: When

evidence linking him to the

t~e

victim and/or witness know

crime.

. ~that a vehicle was used in a

Strategy: It is essen-

crime, the investigator can

tial that the investigator

proceed to obtain stra.ight

avoids limiting his consid-

forward descriptions.

eration of vehicle. identifi-

following procedures are

cation to automobiles and

recommended:

trucks.

In some cases,

1.

bicycles, motorcycles, and
even snowmobiles and boats

The

Separate the
witnesses from one

••• ~T WAS SJ.fJE;

HATaHBIU!If,

2 f)1J()~•••

another.

This

"r'"

-. -....... _....

__,
...

"'- -..

-

...

- ...-.
,-"'

-,",

,",,' '

..-. ..
.....

c
~ ',~.-'.,",
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"
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,

stickers, damage, etc.) which w?uld help pinpoint the
assures that. the description obtained from one witness
.

vehicle.

'

does not influence the description provided by another.
2..

motorcycle,
3.

7.' Verify the description by comparing it with those

Identify the type of vehicle (automobile, bicycle,
etc~)

I ..

provided by the

..

When possible obtain the registration plates' number

When obtaining suspect

A. partial number can be of value as""

a computer printout can give a list of names.

For

information.

example, "I know it was a Chevy with ABC as the letters.""

the

c~r

Chevrolets, leaving only a few to be investigated.

and make use of their vehicle identification, e.g., "I know

together the "pieces" until a complete vehicle description is obtained.

it was a Ford product, but I can't tell you the model."

For example, "I know there were four

The best available description of the suspect vehicle

round lights on the rear of the car." or, "The rear

must be accur'ately communicated to the follow-up investigator

bumper had a fancy

so

Rear

lights and custom

All CARS STAnD BY, PREPARE

bumpers are easily

IQ70 .. 'i3LUr:-2 OOO"R 'SeOAN'J....

identifiable by

,aUMPC'f{ STIC!.'r\e~S P.e.AD •••

dealers.
Determine the color
or colors.
6.

If the manufacturer is

known but the particular model is not, go to a partieular dealer

The vehicle identification book can also aid in putting

5.

was a Toyota G.T.".

exact make and model of the vehicle.

vehicle.

shap.e to it."

For example, "I used to have a Chevy just like it.

Take the witness to a used car lot to help identify the

4 .. Determine the year, make, model, and body style of

!

description and a definite

That's how I know," or, "I'm a foreign -car buff and I know that

The 999 possibilities can be reduced to those that are

.

vehi~le

model and make, determine from the witness how he knows that

./

,

or by testing the ability

of the witness to provide the identifica·tion.

and state of issue.

:

witn~sses,

Identify distinctive
markings (signs,

To

\T~"J:

Since a vehicle is so often an

. description.s of suspect vehicle be detailed and concise.

J

Measures of Success: A solvability factor has been .identified.if sufficient information has been provided about a suspect

MAY 8S

vehicle so that there is a reasonable chance it can be identified

5 lOW, Bur I,'M At\t:AO OF yOU"
'('

search can be made for it.

important link to a suspect, it is also very important that

c.cPY

DESC.~IP"\ON OF A STOL.EN Ve:ftlC.U:

\ \...OVE \T OR LEfH)E

C!.

)

:c

,
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as the suspect's vehicle if it were seen again.
The following questions can assist the investigator to

~

determine whether a valid solvability factor exists:

~

1.

In

a. vehic.le wa..6 involved, i.6 :the de.6c.tr.ip:tion

On

:tha.:t

decals, bumper'

.'

_,-.

.

"--;'_.-~=~~::: :~: .:_~~_,~~:_~~"' _:'~., .:,~: ':~

'. _.
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e

v:e hi. c..e. e. .6 U. n6i ci.. nt:! y tim .(.;t'<' ng'

.6.~ t:hat:t:he '·veh.<.cle c:.au.!d be' .

D\D YOU FOLLOW
\-1\ M \0 TRE 5TR[fT

ideniln.<.ed '<'n '<'-t, we~e nau.nFf.
a~

Z...

.6·een:" aga:in r

16 a; .6pec'<'6'<'c vehcUe de.6c~lpzian.

l.6

knawn~

wi!! £t

WHEN HE EXITED?

"

"

6·f..,t a n.!.y a !imLted nu.mbeli 06

·1-"

.~

1;·

. :~-..~~~-.

v e h'<' e.! e.6 :

'1,..

affirmativ~,

-"...,.
I~.:,

.!

If these questions are answered
in the

f t1.
•

I ,.

.'

"

a solvability fac-

:-"

'. '.

..,\.:.

~.

tor has been identified and continued

D\D YOU OBSERVE

investigative effort is worthwhile.
IDENTIFYING MODUS OPERANDI

TI~..

~

ANY V6HICLE5. ?

Objectives: The modus. operandi is important because it can

DID

'Z

acts, thus permitting the investigator to use information from
one crime for another investigation.

DID

In this sense, the MO

is a trademark of a specific suspect or group of suspects who
may be identified by their unique MO.

HEAR

AN fNE lNt: START;:>
•

l-EAV1NG-l'HE SCENE.

establish a pattern of activities between a series of criminal

'Iou

you

;J

•

HEAR -rIReS

SQUEAL1WG-l

This solvability factor

has two objectiv'es:
1.

.p

to link this crime with others, thus opening up
additional useful investigative information and

2.

to identify a suspect.

If a weapon was used, obtain complete description.

Some

offenders may be identified this w?-y, while others are identified by the type of clothing they wear when they commit a crime.
Did you follow him to the street when he exited? If so,

.

----~----.,---.-

.

- ....

,

....

-..

:
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;~

- ....
.),

..

"
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' I
'"
,;1
,1

;

II'

I

I
:,r

do

approached in a robbery or crime of violence?
did yoti, observe any vehicles, leaving the scene?

Did you hear

l

"

It,

,

,1i I1 ..
•1

I

ill

4.

any squealing of tires or engine. starting?

What time did the crime occur' and why was that

I,

particular time selected?

Strategies: The investigator must determine how the

Through questions

worked.

and.iss~es

such as these, the investi-

gator seeks those ,elements of the crime which set it apart from
He may do this by placing himself in the criminal's place,
and by

~eproducing

other crimes of that type.

upon the evidence he has of the criminal's thinking.
igator should consider what the criminal's

~erception

The "'invest

what is distinctive.
1.

robbery?
Did he make a purchase?

;

factors entered into the criminal act.

basic facts. about when the crime occurred, who the criminal

etc.

Were there accomplices?

3.

What words were spoken by the suspect? For example,
"This is a stick-up." or,
"Give me all your money."

patterns about the criminal's
4.

5.

2.

What was taken, and
what was not taken?

3.

How was the victim

Did the suspect appear calm
or excited?

How was the entry
burglary?

I

note?

crime, e.g., the investigator

13.

If the suspect was silent,
did he use gestures or a

unusual for that type of

made in

If so, was he alone at the time?

2.

igator should try to identify

should consider:

Do you remember seeing him in the establishment

before the robbery?

Procedures: When the

behavior which are clearly

Was he observed getting

out of a vehicle before he entered the establishment?

was~

and the sequence of events have been established.

are established, the invest-

Was he observed hanging

around prior to the robbery?

Determining a modus operandi can be done best after the

basic facts about the crime

What were the actions of the suspect prior to the

of the

victim was, how the criminal selected this victim, and how time

1.

Again, the objective is to identify

the crime from its beginning to its end, base

6.

Did he reach for the money?
If so, with which hand?
Did he instruct you to
reach for the m<:mey?

"

."

,-------------,--.--
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Measures of Success: A solvability factor has been identi7.

'II
.

'; 'I'

8~

,

'

, I

such cri]Jles.

Was he aware of place where money was kept in

The following questions, if, answered positively, indicate

,

.r.,
'I,

i

1

I· l
r ;1 i
~,i':~ 1;
~
!.

Did he ask questions which indicated he had no

t. '16

,

inalude

"What' s in the back room?"

L

All humans-"law-breakers included--are creatures of habit

identifiable by experienced investigators.

A suspect's calling

~hl¢ ~ype

would

no~

64a~0~?

r 6 4no~he~alr.ime q6

~hi¢ ~ypeh4d

been

plr.e¢en~,

would

efforts have been taken, the investigator should feel secure

when this solvability factor is found.

that every possible indicator of unusual activity or method has

First, the investigator

be~n

'should initiate a "wanted" broadcast, or be sure to include in

to commit· the crime or any unusual items which were taken.

considered.

If they have been, then this

solvabili~y

factol;'

has been properly considered.

a "wanted'i broadcast, identification of special equipment used

SIGNIFICANT REASON TO

The

\'

BELIEVE THE CRIME MAY

l' '

information should be ~iven in a format which will make sense to

COM?PlR\soN

aF

BE SOLVED WITH REASON-

officers receiving it.

IJNUSU-AL .

ABLE ADDITIONAL INVEST-

Second, the investigator must clearly identify the part-

-PPtTT~~KS
PI no

IGATION

1:>\ 5"i 11'\Q.T\\)E'

'PATTERN'S

iculars of the indicated MO so that other investigators will be

OF

Objectives: In some

able to see immediately the link between this crime and other

M. O.

®
===--=-=- .==.-==.
Ii)

-=:: ...

cases, the investigator may

Descriptions of MO should in-

==-.':-::":7:... ~-:::~=

=-::-~

be unable to identify any

The message to other inv'esti;-

f '

j

gators is, ''What knowledge similar to this do you have?"

,

06

To be sure that all po~'ential modus oper2ndi identification

Indicated Action: There are two primary communication needs

clude sufficient peculiarities.

~hl¢

ope~4~io~ 6u66iaien~ly

alr.ime6,we.te c.ommi~~ed b-y'ihe ¢4me pelr.¢on.

card is his MO.

crimes they are investigating.

06

~he inve¢~ig4~01r. 6eel aom601r.~4ble in 4¢~umin9 ~h4~ bo~h

and go about their business by routine and some are easily
¢

~he iden~i'ied me~hod

di6~ina~ 6~ ~h4~ eve~y a~lme

For example, "Where do you keep your money? ' or,

):'rU
',' '/', r

that a modus operandi has, in 'fact, been identified.

prior knowledge of you or your premises?

1

I.' 1

the store?
9.

";>1;;..1

,: "'j

unusual about this crime which would associate it with other

Did you hand him the money?

1"

,',',.1
" I
,

fied if the investigator has indicated that there is something

Did he lift the tray, or did he instruct you to?

, ii,.'\'
, ,',,'

:

Did he know money was kept under change tray?

J

single solvability factor.
For a number of reasons,

,-,,----- -.'--

f.

"

~:.-::.
.=:"- ---.
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I

an impact upon the community which may produce a reaction helpful
however, even if a. case appears unsolvable, it should not be

to investigative efforts?

relegated' to the office "file.1t status without additional action,

the case, and if so, will it produce some public reaction that will

I'

I, i

e.g .• when the wi.tness has not been located a.t the time of the

make investigative effort practical?

I

I
!

prelimin~y

•

In short, will the news media feature

investigation, but who might be available at a later

Will the reaction'be expected

to produce helpful information?

time.

The investigator must review the available information in terms

"BuT
[

SAR&E", I

CouLd~n1'

WAKE Up THE Nt: 19 HBO f\HooD'
AI 3 A.r1. 'TO ASK

.. ' I
:: ~ I

1

of the several other factors which may provide a relationship.

f

must proceed from the specific. circumstances of this crime to con-

t

siderations of its environment.

'\

\

,\

is not a good solvability factor.

j .i
!
I

For example, knowledge that a blue,.

later model car containing the suspect fled the scene at high speed

QUf;ST\ONS.

'·l
Ii

He

~odel

Knowledge that a blue, later

vehicle was involved in a hit-and-run accident while speeding

I

I

in the area shortly after the commission of the crime, may be re-

I

lated.

The witnesses to the hit-and-run accident may become valu-

able witnesses in court even though they have no actual knowledge
of the crime.

Similarly, recovery after the accident of a blue,

I

I

.I .

late model vehicle, which was reported seolen and which was damaged
after its theft, would certainly warrant
about the crime may

e~tension

of the crime

scene search to include the vehicle.

information

The suggestions about schedules of delivery men, service men,

which may then provide one or more solvability factors.

mail deliveries, etc., in the above section about witnesses, may be

Consequently, it·is essential that the preliminary investigator exercise discretion to keep open cases which, although no

useful in considering strategies for identification.

solvability factors are present, may warrant additional investiga-

probably one of the most elusive of the solvability factors.

tion.

Another consideration here is the effect upon future investi-

In such'cases, the discretionary privilege itself becomes a

gations of a decision to discontinue efforts on this investigation.

solvability factor.
ptrategies:
requires

a~

The investigator may see that the victim or

Proper identification. of this solvability factor

For

example" does the nature of the crime, the victim, or the 'HO imply

anothe~

interested

party is not satisfied with the investigation.

ability to analyze and evaluate a broad range of cir-

cumstances which appear at first to he unrelated to the case.

This is

i

.---.-------------------------------------------------~
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-44If completion of the first step has produced no solvability
aUT sgT.
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a solvability factor, produces a basis upon which further investi-

PERM\SSION To 5E.'(IO Pr
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gation might be reasonably justified.
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I

I

of bits and pieces of information, each insufficient to constitute

THE NEIElHSORHOOD

\5 JUST NOT 5ATI5FI ~D. R.E"QL)EST M~;;;;~~

i

I I'j

factor, the preliminary investigator must decide if the sum total

SOuAX,- THERE. wA 5 PI I..Oj

At this stage, we are limit-

in,g our consideration to the iIIlImllediate circumstances of the case.
Our first application of external factors involves weighing
this investigation with our knowledge of other factors.

I

If this

crime is one of a series of like offenses, the data gained in its

I

preliminary investigation may provide a viable lead

I

1

~vhen

combined

with data gained from other crimes in the series.

.1

I

J
J

- The next consideration is the impact of this crime on the

I'

i. III

neighborhood when the crime occurred.
It wili then be wise to gauge that persor.'s response.

1

I

( .

If it

sound of gunshots, or loitering suspects, as the case may be, may

is likely that this response will be a demand for a detailed

have made an impression on neighbors or persons passing through the

explanation of why "his case" vdll not be investigated further,

neighborhood.

then, an explanation probably will be required.

liminary investigator, and they will not be able to relate their

It will reassure

observations of the crime until they are located and made aware that

factors are discovered.

a crime has been committed.

He should be informed, however, that

If it appears the knowledge of the crime will

s~read

through

the neighborhood, additional information from the neighborhood may

where criminal apprehension appears more promising.

be forthcoming.

Based on the presence or the lack of solvability factors, the

If the news media will feature reports of the crimeJ

investigating officer is the person best equipped to make the

then additional information also may be generated from the community

decision to s'l,;;spend the case or recommend follow-up investigation.

Judgement here presupposes that an investigator knows the workings

ProcedurJ:: A careful review of the solvability factors is

\

These persons are probably not available to the pre-

the victim that his case will be reopened when any solvability

investigative resources and energies will be directed to cases

I

Speeding vehicles, the

now required.

I

If all other information is insufficient to consti-

tute a solvability factor, the degree that it is insufficient must
be considered.

L

r],

j•

,\

of the local news media, the mood of the neighborhood he serves, and
the policies of his department.

I
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explanation of what has been learned and its value to the investiThe next step in this solvability factor is the application
9 f the investigator's knowledge of general criminal conduct to
this specific case.

Perhaps some aspects of the crime indicate

probable future action by the suspect.

If a suspect is injured

during the commission of the crime, for example, he may need
medical treatment.

A criminal who has stolen credit cards, checks,

or other' non-cash negotiables will need to convert them to cash,
or in the case of addict crime, convert them to drugs.

The in-

vestigative implication is limited to surveillance of places or
persons likely to provide the required serince or commodity.
The final consideration is that of' the dissatisfacti.on
of the victim or other interested party.

If the preliminary

investigator has done a thorough and complete job and conveyed
this accomplishment, satisfaction should result.

gation will generally satisfy those concerned when communication
with the preliminary investigator has been established.

igator should inform the victim that the case is not a promising
one for solution if the investigative efforts have reflected the
genuine interest and concern of the investigator.

'.0•• ,

On the other

hand, if the investigator has not won confidence' of the victim, the
victim may be dissat,isfied.

When victim dissatisfaction becomes

intense enough to require further investigator contact with the
victim, the preliminary investigator should recommend follow-up
investigation even when the case shows no promise.
An occasional recommendation of this type need not indicate

poor performance of the preliminary investigator, since some people
will not be satisfied 1.mder any circums.tances.

Careful

-~

I<

The invest-
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~

,
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-48Indicated' A'cti'on:

Communication is the key to the successful

utilization of this or of' any solvability factor.
are seldom worthy of additional investigation.

VagUe

hunches

They are also

identify solvability factors; 2) determine

whether there was a chance the crime could be solved; and 3) insure

effectively con:It!llmicate' the reasons v."hy the case ~hould be followed

in future court: action'.

Othe~ 4atv~b~t~ty 6~eta~4 we~e
e4t~bt~4

and recorded.

nat

investigator should ,decide whether sufficient "leads" have been
This decision
If

solvability factors are present, it is probable that future investigative effort may solve the case.

ete~~ty

Research has shown that if

'"

solvability factors are not present, there is little chance, if any,

hed;

~et~tlan4h~p4 h~ve

been

The

3.

Caneta4~an4 ~~e 6~eta~tl[ 4appa~ted;

4.

Camman~e~t~on h~4

been

that additional investigative effort will solve the case.

tag~e~tty t~nked;

2.

e66eet~vety ~eeompl~4hed.

CASE

vfuen these four conditions exist, the solvability factor has
been properly identified and

cont~nued
•

.
.
J.nvestJ.gation
is probably

SOlVED.
CASE Fl NALLY CLOSED •••

EVERY MAN
CAn GO BAD.

justified.
X.

be properly documente

is based on whether solvability factors have been identified.

of Success: . The preliminary investigator has

successfully identified this solvability factor when:

1.

~~

dev:elop'ed to make solution of the crime possible.

ships described above and why they are important.
~feasures

All these tasks

At the end of the preliminary investigation process, the

The preliminary investigator should communicate the relation-'

I

1)

that information obtained is of sufficient quality to be valuable

gative efforts.

i

tion has been to:

difficult to communicate. ' If the preliminary investigator can

,'up, then it is probably a worthwhile investment of further investi-

d.

As we have seen, the primary task in the 9reliminary investiga-

•~
t:?

COMMUNICATION AND DECISION-MAKING

6

Investigative Decision-Making: If the case is not closed

~
(l
~

immediately by arrest, the work of thta preliminaI:'Y investigator

I

concludes when a decision is made to continue or halt the investigation.

'I

It is at this stage that the investigator must insure

I
I

that his work is as complete as time and circumstances will permit ,
and is properly documented.
;.

.

-

Further efforts by the police agency will depend upon this
evaluation and upon the quality of his/her work.

,'-

. . 'I
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For the preliminary investigator, the implications of this
decision are obvious.

If the initial investigation has been

thorough, then the decision to terminate or continue investigative
,efforts will be based on valid data, and the collection of material
for the"

ta. ter

court preG en ta tion will have begun.

However,:'f,

a. proper pre'liminary investigation has not been conducted, a faulty
decis.ion may well be made or later court action may be unsuccessful.
Therefore, before the decision to terminate or continue is
Ina de , it is imperative that the investigator feels secure that the
lnaximum possible effort has been made ,to identify solvab,ility
:Eactors.

The investigator should feel confident that all potential

~~itnesses

have been sought, that a crime scene

se~rch

has been

eonducted in all cases where it is appropriate, and that no reasonable investigative effort has been avoided.
decision for further investigative effort

At this·stage, a

c~n

be made, provided

1:hat the investigator feels secure that a follow-up investigator
vvill not duplicate his work.
The de.cision whether ,to allocate additional resources is
fairly simple.

Basically, the question to be asked is:

"Will further investigation probably result in the clearance
of the crime and/or the apprehension of the criminals?"
Research has shown that when one or more solvability factor
is present, there is a good chance that further follow-up of those
identified solvability factors may lead to a criminal apprehension.
So in most instances, when solvability factors are identified,
,additional -investigative effort is warranted.
:factors have been found after a thorough

If no solvability

prelimina~J

investigation,

the police agency is best advised to file the case without the

commitment of additonal resources.
to follow-up or file.

This is the decision whether

It can be made only when the preliminary

investigator has made every effort possible to follow each lead
as far as time will permit.
~he success of every investigation then is totally dependent

upon the quality of work done by the preliminary investigator.
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